Release Notes
These Release Notes outline changes made to
Panviva (version 18.5) that may directly affect
users.

New Features
New Analytics chart: Count of Inactive
Users (18992)
The new Inactive Users analytics chart
gives a count of users who did not access
Panviva application from the period
selected to current date.
(Note, the Export feature, which will list
the users who have been inactive, is
scheduled for v18.6)

Search API
Search API enables search activities across
various resource types such as files,
documents, and sections. Search API can
be used to fetch results that contains the
searched term in its name, description,
layout, content and so forth.
With the Search API, the use cases are as
extensive as one can imagine different
ways that this API can be leveraged.

Improvements
Improvements to resolve service
degradation caused by Welcome page
update (20055)
Improvements to the way the welcome
page is fetched and stored to ensure that
any changes made around welcome pages
do not cause system performance issues.

Caching of Content API
Improvement to the way the content is
cached for reliably faster response times
while using the Content API.

Fixes
Message Centre’s ‘Archive selected’ or
‘Archive all’ messages rendered unselectable on some devices and (or)
resolutions (20501)
While selecting messages in the message
centre for ‘Archive selected’ or ‘Archive
All’ operations, on some devices the
messages rendered un-selectable. This
has been corrected.

Login using SSO authentication
prevents the document link from
working (18896)
Users accessing document link by using
SSO authentication for login were directed
to the welcome page instead of the
desired document. This has been
corrected

With SSO ‘On’, non-SSO users cannot
change the passwords (18055)
After setting the SSO to be ‘On’, the users
were unable to change the passwords
from the User details section in the more
menu options. This functionality has been
reinstated.
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If this is you, and you love what we’re doing,
or you have some product feedback, please
let us know at support@panviva.com
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